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Wednesday 18 January 2017 
Buckerell Lodge Hotel,  

Topsham Road,  
Exeter. EX2 4SQ 

 
Chairman 
Peter Woodhouse Stone King LLP 
 
Council Members 
Paul Atkinson OTB Eveling LLP 
Louise Barnes Wessex Water 
Paula Cornick DS Smith Recycling UK Ltd 
Eddie Farley Jetcare Services 
Mark Forster Viridor Waste Management Ltd 
David Hay Gregory Distribution Ltd 
Mark Karkeek South West Water Ltd 
Brian Lomas Breedon Group 
Stephen Lyon Bath & North East Somerset Council 
Martin Neal Barrettine Products Ltd 
Ian MacDonald Devonport Royal Dockyard Ltd 
Simon Parsons Connect Group Plc 
John Ponsillo Bradford & Sons Ltd 
Gary Purps XPO Logistics 
James Quick Cleansing Service Group Ltd 
Graham Randall Waste Management Systems Ltd 
Richard Tempest Ryder Ltd 
Martin Ware  Bath & North East Somerset Council 
Dave Willis Kier Group 
Tom Yelland Taunton DAF 
 
Guests 
Kevin Rooney    Traffic Commissioner  
Sarah Clark     ASB law 
 
FTA Staff  
Ian Gallagher  Head of Policy – South West & Wales 
Natalie Chapman Head of Policy - London 
Patrick Cobb Contract Manager – VIS 
Gino Falco Membership Relations Manager 
 
 

Welcome, Introduction and Apologies for absence   
The chairman welcomed attendees to FTA’s South West Freight Council Meeting. All members, including new 
members to councils were welcomed to the meeting.   It was agreed to record apologies in the usual manner. Council 
were reminded that election for regional and UK Council representatives would be held later in the meeting any 
expressions of interest were welcome.  
 
Secretary’s report  
Council were provided with information on the following issues: 
 
Proposals to increase MOT from 3 to 4 years – Council were informed of DfT proposals that would change the 
first MOT requirements for new cars and motorcycles. The change would mean that that an extra 2.2 million vehicles 
every year will avoid paying for the test. The Department for Transport (DfT) has indicated that safer technology and 
improved manufacturing methods ensure new vehicles stay roadworthy for longer than in the past. The 
announcement highlighted that the number of three or four-year-old cars involved in accidents where there was a 
vehicle defect has fallen by two thirds in the past decade, from 155 in 2006 to 57 in 2015.  
 



 

 

Council were in agreement that vans should not be part of this proposal. It was suggested that business carry out 
regular roadworthiness checks anyway, therefore this change would have little benefit for the compliant vehicle 
operator. 
 
Severn Bridge Consultation launch – Council were informed that on the 12 January 2017 DfT had released a 
consultation on the future of the Severn Bridges, these will revert back into public ownership at the end of 2017. The 
consultation referred to a 50% decrease in toll charge for LGV’s, removal of the tier two charge for vans and small 
passenger vehicles. This would put vans and small passenger vehicles into tier one where it was proposed to reduce 
the toll to £3.00. In addition, the consultation stated that it would explore options for free flow tolling and the potential 
for free of charge running between 22.00 and 06.00.  
 
Government response to Hand held devices -  The Government had responded to a consultation which looked at 
increasing the fines and penalties for drivers caught using a hand held mobile phone whilst driving. In the government 
response they indicated that they would increase the fine from £100 to £200 and penalty points would increase to 6 
points from 3 for all drivers. it was also the government intention to refrain from offering remedial courses for this 
offence. The changes were currently going through the parliamentary process which if agreed would come into force 
in March 2017 in combination with a THINK Campaign.  
 
A303 Stonehenge tunnel. – Council were informed that the expected consultation on the A303 and Stonehenge 
had finally been released. Proposals included a new 7-mile stretch of dual carriageway which bypassed Winterbourne 
stoke, and a 2.9km tunnel which put the road out of sight of the stones. In addition, Countess Roundabout would be 
removed and access to the A303 would be split level.  
 
In discussion with Kevin Rooney TC  
Council were addressed by the New Western Area Traffic Commissioner, Kevin Rooney, who updated members in 
a number of areas, including:  
 
Kevin confirmed that in addition to his new position in the Western Area, he was still the Traffic Commissioner for the 
North East until a replacement had been appointed. Successful candidates were about to be offered the positions 
and announcements will follow. Only after these appointments will a Senior Traffic Commissioner be appointed.   
 
Licensing Services – The aim was to make these services value for money, Kevin indicated that users were not 
getting that value but added that they may have to pay more to see tangible improvements. Vehicle Operator 
Licensing Service (VOLs) had been launched (16 November) and feedback had been on the whole positive with a 
68% satisfaction feedback. The previous online service OLBS had been operational for approximately 17 years, this 
new service was different and feedback from users highlighted that some were experiencing difficulties with the 
navigation. It was highlighted that 330 operators used the Vols service on Christmas day.  
 
Kevin had concerns regarding the time it takes to bring an operator to a Public Enquiry, he was personally unhappy 
at the length of time the process involved, adding that where it was around 9 to 12 weeks across the country, in 
Bristol this was much longer. The aim was to bring all times down to between 7 and 9 weeks. It was the intention for 
DVSA to publish a paper on end to end process times it was hoped that this would be published around April 2017.  
 
It was mentioned that a resent application for an interim licence had taken a week to process, there was agreement 
that this was unusual. Kevin confirmed that there had been a change in delegation which meant that case workers 
could now make decisions on some application without the need to refer. It was acknowledged by Council that 
services levels in Leeds had improved albeit the general view confirmed that there were still issues in dealing with 
the Bristol Office, but more needed to be done on Interim Licence administration.  
 
Regulatory work – Kevin confirmed that the priority of the Traffic Commissioners was to be in a position where more 
time was spent dealing with the worst offenders. It was acknowledged that DVSA’s remote enforcement office and 
intelligence work was helping to achieve this. it was commented that preliminary hearings are valued by members 
as these afforded a light touch which could result in a big change in a company’s compliance.  
 
Fees – Kevin suggested that fees should be reviewed, adding that these were far too low. If the industry wanted a 
better service generally then it would cost more. Kevin asked council for their views. Comments included:  



 

 

 

• Operators would need a noticeable improvement in current service levels, this should extend to better advice.  

• Would the increase go to DVSA or the OTC? – Kevin responded that he wasn’t sure and this would need to 

be looked at.  

• It was suggested that maybe the additional money should be put into developing an advice center.  

• Industry would want guarantees that additional fees went into adding more services not as a crutch for 

existing ones.  

Kevin added that any changes would require a change to legislation, perhaps this was the opportunity to look at 
other areas such as the environmental process. the Chair suggested that this could be removed from TC 
responsibilities.  

Sub-Contracting – Kevin urged members to make sure that they make checks on those they use to sub out work. 
Whilst they remained compliant, how compliant were the third party?  
 
TC Consistency -  Kevin asked generally if Council felt that TC consistency was improving. It was suggested that 
the noticeable difference between the TC’s was their approach to the role, albeit it was suggested that the outcomes 
were pretty consistent.  
 
Truck Cartel Presentation – Sarah Clarke, ASB Law 
Members received a presentation from ASB law about the European Commission’s ruling on Truck Cartels, the 
presentation provided background to the cartel and what actions were available to members who thought they might 
be entitled to compensation. Council were provided with a tabled briefing note which included contact information for 
further information. 
 
Comments from council included:  

• What about rental vehicles – there was still a potential claim as the hire price would theoretically be based 

on the vehicles purchase price therefore a user could be paying too much and therefore due compensation.  

• Who would the claim be against? – against the manufacturer who set the prices.  

• Where did the estimate, 10 – 25 per cent come from? – this is a generic estimate.  

Council were informed that they didn’t necessarily have to wait for the Scania decision to come through they could 
make a claim now. ASB law were uncertain whether individual behind this cartel were being held accountable.  

Enforcement of light commercial vehicles 
It was reported that FTA members, supported by members of the Van Excellence Governance Group, have long 
pressed for an increase in effective enforcement of the van sector. Members were asked to discuss a proposal for a 
levy being added to the MOT fee to fund enforcement of vans.  
 
Council argued that although there really wasn’t a great incentive do this this, they would however support a levy 
on the MOT fee, however, only on the condition that enforcement of the van sector increased. In addition, Council 
supported FTA position of opposing Government proposals that only the equivalent of the single enforcement 
budgets current contribution to van enforcement should be transferred to the van MOT scheme. in addition, Council 
added that there needed to be better enforcement in this sector, noting that not all van operators were compliant 
and maintained their vehicles as regularly as Council members.   
 
European Commission revision of the Driver CPC Directive 
Council were informed that following a consultation in 2013, to which FTA submitted a response, the European 
Commission was launching a limited revision of the Driver Certificate of Professional Competence (CPC) Directive. 
The proposals contain various amendments that would go against current FTA policy, which is that the content of 
periodic training should remain at the discretion of the driver/operator and be based on company and driver needs 
rather than a centrally mandated decision.  



 

 

  
Council agreed that FTA’s policy on periodic training remain unchanged, adding that there needs to be an ability to 
tailor the training to suit the company and driver.  it was agreed that there remained concerns about the quality of 
training and this needed to be addressed. Concerns were raised that the benefit of the training were being diluted 
due to a lack of an assessment of the day’s activities i.e. a test. Overall However, member’s felt that some drivers 
might be put off if they had to sit a test at the end and potentially leave driving. 
 
Technical Changes to Motor Insurance – tabled paper 
Council were asked to comment on a DfT consultation which was based on a European Court of Justice ruling. The 
ruling required an amendment by the European Commission of the Motor Insurance Directive. If adopted without 
change then it would require all vehicles to have a minimum third party motor insurance, this would bring in scope a 
wide range of vehicles which are currently not subject to these requirements. The consultation looked at a number 
of areas including options, SORN, derogations, penalties, enforcement and Brexit.  
 

• Of the two options, Council agreed that the second option was preferable, this option was seen as a less 

onerous interpretation of the ECJ. By choosing option 2 it removed the requirement for third party motor 

insurance on Private land. However, council were clear that further discussion was required regarding the 

definition of ‘land to which the public has access’. It was agreed that option 2 made no changes to SORN 

arrangements.  

• Council agreed that any enforcement of the changes needed to be light touch, there was concern that a 

comprehensive policy for ‘newly in scope’ vehicles could lead to a large increase in administration costs. 

• Whist discussing derogations council suggested that pedestrian controlled vehicles, those with a limit speed, 

and the size of the vehicle i.e. toy car should not be exempt.  

• Council were in full agreement that a Brexit sunset clause should be written into any changes by Government.  

It was agreed that due to time constraints the Skills item would be a reference item, see the AR, any 
comments should be forwarded to the Secretary or issue Manager. 
 
Ministerial round-table on driver facilities 
Council were informed that FTA had attended a round-table on roadside facilities and parking for lorry drivers on 2 
November convened by the Minister of State responsible for roads, Rt Hon John Hayes MP.  The group was called 
together following concerns raised by MPs, Transport Focus and FTA about the difficulties faced by drivers because 
of gaps in suitable parking and facilities across the Strategic Road Network (SRN). Council were asked to discuss 
the issue of driver facilities generally and then provide examples of provisions on sites for visiting drivers.  
  
Members explained that must already allow visiting drivers to park at their premises and use their facilities, However, 
their own examples included – parking spaces for drivers to take breaks. Access to toilet and canteen. Reasons for 
not providing provisions included suggestions that older sites may not have parking provisions available. Facilities 
like toilets and canteens may require the driver to be signed in, escorted and inducted, this was seen as time 
consuming. It was highlighted that some drivers failed to respect provisions or health and safety induction would be 
required.  
 
It was suggested that before talking to government about poor provisions there should be a drive within the industry 
first to improve onsite facilities. It was acknowledged that poor driver facilities did little to attract people coming into 
the industry, especially woman. One member recommended ‘SNAP’ this highlighted cheap onsite parking provisions. 
 
Any Other Business   
Council were Invited to raise any other business not already covered on the agenda.  
 

• Council were reminded to watch enews for news on the TfL consultation on direct vision requirements.  

• Council were asked to complete the FTA QTAS survey that was sent out earlier this month. 

• Council were informed that UK Council would be held on 2nd February 2017 at One Great George Street in 

London. Brian confirmed attendance.   



 

 

Elections of Regional and UK Council representatives for the South West Freight Council,  
it was agreed that the following would take up posts:  
 
Chair, Peter Woodhouse  
Vice Chair, Brain Lomas – Tony Edmonds 
 
Road Freight Council,  Peter Woodhouse, Brian Lomas, Tony Edmonds  
 
Council were encouraged to provide suggestions for the vacant post of British Shippers Council and Rail Freight 
Council. 
 
Date of next meeting  
The Chairman confirmed that the next meeting of the South West Freight Council would be on Wednesday 5 April 

2017 at Haynes Motor Museum, Sparkford  
  
The Chairman thanked all for attending before bringing the meeting to a close at 13.05.       

 
 
Apologies 
Haydn Davies Exeter City Council 
Tony Edmonds Wincanton Plc 
Andy Mears G4S Cash Solutions UK Ltd 
Claire Morley Fowler welch Ltd 
Robert Sargent Secanim Ltd 
Julian Thompson 24-7 Staffing Ltd 
Mark Vardon G4S Care & Justice Services (UK) Ltd 
Roger Woodford Brenntag UK Ltd 
Paul Chesterman  Somerset CC.  
 


